
Figure 1

Molecular framework of HSOH.  The

angle in the xy-plane between the

projections of the OH and SH moieties is

chosen as the coordinate for the large

amplitude motion.  OSH lies in the xz-

plane (i.e. in the plane of the page).
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ABSTRACT: The theoretical treatment of "simple" 4-atom skew-chain molecules has proven to be surprisingly

difficult.  This is because the torsional motion of the end units of the molecule cannot be separated from the

overall rotation.  These two motions are completely coupled and must be treated on an equal footing.  We

accomplished this using the generalized semirigid bender model (GSRB) which was fitted to the low-J portion of

the experimental data.  In this way the potential energy function for the torsional motion was determined. The

resulting calculated transition frequencies agree with experiment to within a few MHz.  The calculated energy

levels reproduce the unusual cyclic variation of the magnitude of the torsional splitting with K, with a cycle of ~3.

Introduction
HSOH (Fig. 1) is a skew-chain molecule with two
potential energy minima which are energetically
equivalent but which have opposite chirality.  Skew-
chain molecules often exhibit large-amplitude torsional
motion about the central axis (the SO bond here). 
Internal rotation along the torsional coordinate leads to
stereomutation from one enantiomer to the other.

The energy levels of skew-chain molecules have
torsional tunnelling splittings whose magnitude varies

acyclically with the rotational quantum number, K .  The
period of this variation depends on the relative
moments of inertia of the end moieties of the chain. 
Two of us presented a conceptual framework which
provides a qualitative understanding of these splitting
patterns [1] and also outlined a method of calculation
for the rotation-torsional energy levels.  In the present
work we directly fit the GSRB Hamiltonian used in Ref.
[1] to the observed transition frequencies.  In this way
we obtain the potential energy function for the
torsional motion and begin to decipher the interplay
between asymmetry splitting and tunnelling splitting. 

Hamiltonian
We calculate the rotation-torsion energy levels of HSOH using a generalisation of the
SemiRigid Bender (SRB) Hamiltonian of Bunker and Landsberg [2], which is itself an
extension of the Hougen-Bunker-Johns (HBJ) Hamiltonian [3].  These models explicitly
combine the treatment of one large-amplitude vibrational motion, described by the
coordinate ñ, with the overall rotation of the molecule by introducing a four-dimensional
generalisation of the moment of inertia matrix.  The HBJ approach properly accounts for the
ñ-dependence of this extended moment of inertia matrix.  The generalized form of the SRB
(GSRB) accounts for any single large-amplitude vibrational motion, not just bending [4].  The
SRB and GSRB models account for the variation of the bond angles and bond lengths as the
molecule undergoes its large amplitude motion.  Here we use ab initio calculations to
determine these variations, which are known as the “semirigidity” of the molecule.

Quantum state labelling
The two chirally related equilibrium wells are connected by quantum tunnelling through the
cis and trans barriers.  This causes each level to be split.  This splitting is in addition to the

ausual asymmetry doubling so that for K  > 0 each level is split into four sublevels.  Due to the
complicated nature of the coupling between these levels we have adopted a simple quantum

alabelling.  K , is a very good quantum number and is used as usual.  We eschew the use of

cK  and instead label the quadruplet of sublevels by an index t = 1,2,3,4 which simply
indicates the energy order of the levels with t = 1 being the lowest level and t = 4 the highest.
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Potential Energy Function
Fig. 2 shows the GSRB fitted torsional
potential energy function as well as the ab
initio one.  The agreement is good,
especially when it is remembered that the
only data available are rotation-torsion
transitions from the ground torsional state,
õ = 0.  Also, the GSRB potential energy
function is more directly comparable to the
small-vibrational zero-point averaged
minimum energy path, rather than to the ab
initio minimum energy path.

Other Work = “TROVE”
Jensen and co-workers [5] recently
published the results of an enormous full-
dimensional calculation for the torsion
rotation energy levels of the õ = 0 level
using the “TROVE” program.  They started
with an ab initio determination of the full
potential energy surface and then refined it
by fitting to energies derived from the
torsion-rotation transition frequencies.

Results
The “obs”-calc values in Fig.
3 show that the GSRB fitting
performs significantly better
with regard to the overall
energies than does TROVE
[5].  To make the “obs”-calc
values for the current GSRB
results more visible we show
them on a 25x expanded
scale in the upper portion of
the figure.  In the talk we shall
see, however, that TROVE
does an excellent job of
determining the various
splittings in the molecule.

The talk will also highlight
some of the interesting
features of the interplay of
asymmetry splitting and
torsional splitting in HSOH.
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Figure 2
Comparison of ab initio and fitted potential
energy functions for the torsional motion.

Figure 3
Comparison of “observed” and calculated rotation-torsion
energy levels for the TROVE model [5] and the current
GSRB model.


